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Can We Know the Truth?


How do We Share the Truth?



Can We Know the Truth?
• Modern society opposes the idea of Truth

Luke 1:1-4



Claim: There is no such thing as 
absolute Truth

Logically self-defeating



Can We Know the Truth?
• Modern society opposes the idea of Truth


• Logical reasoning and daily experience confirm that Truth 
exists

Luke 1:1-4





Can We Know the Truth?
• Modern society opposes the idea of Truth


• Logical reasoning and daily experience confirm that Truth 
exists


• The questions our society asks about whether we can 
know Truth were asked in Luke’s world


• Luke claims that we can know the Truth with certainty 
because Truth is rooted in historical facts that can be 
examined and judged
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Can We Know the Truth?
• How can we know Luke is telling the Truth?


• He uses thorough research methods


• He was too close to the events historically to be able to 
get away with lying
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How do We Share the 
Truth?

• Luke’s purpose in writing this book is to convince others 
that the Truth can be known with certainty


• Truth is a matter of life and death


• If we don’t share the Truth, it means we either don’t 
believe it’s True OR we don’t love the people around us
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– Penn Jillette

“I don’t respect people who don’t proselytize… If you 
believe that there’s a heaven and a hell, and people 
could be going to hell or not getting eternal life, and 
you think that it’s not really worth telling them this 
because it would make it socially awkward… How 

much do you have to hate somebody to believe 
everlasting life is possible and not tell them that?”



How do We Share the 
Truth?

• Luke’s method of sharing the Truth:


• Luke doesn’t rely on logical reasoning to convince 
people about Jesus


• Luke presents us with Jesus


• Luke shows the real-world implications of belief


• Luke doesn’t sugar-coat the gospel
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